June 16, 2020

How to Reopen Your New York Workplace

As New York employers prepare to reopen their workplaces or expand essential operations, safety measures remain one of their top concerns. Based on guidance that the state and other sources have released, here are the key specific steps and some requirements for New York employers to consider:

1) Identify When Businesses in Your Industry Are Ready to Reopen or Expand

Under Governor Cuomo’s New York Forward Plan, various regions of New York will open in one of four Phases. Each Phase permits businesses in different industries to operate. New York State has a comprehensive website explaining the New York Forward Plan. Employers should be careful not to

The laws are changing rapidly in the current pandemic/crisis. Therefore, the legal issues discussed here are subject to constant change. It is best to consult with your counsel concerning any specific legal advice you may need.

The foregoing is a summary of the laws discussed above for the purpose of providing a general overview of these laws. These materials are not meant, nor should they be construed, to provide information that is specific to any law(s). The above is not legal advice and you should consult with counsel concerning the applicability of any law to your particular situation.
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